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ABSTRACT
Adding electronics to textiles can be time-consuming and requires technical expertise. We introduce SensorSnaps, low-power wireless sensor nodes that seamlessly integrate into caps of fabric snap fasteners. SensorSnaps provide a new technique to quickly and intuitively augment any location on the clothing with sensing capabilities. SensorSnaps securely attach and detach from ubiquitous commercial snap fasteners. Using inertial measurement units, the SensorSnaps detect tap and rotation gestures, as well as track body motion. We optimized the power consumption for SensorSnaps to work continuously for 45 minutes and up to 4 hours in capacitive touch standby mode. We present applications in which the SensorSnaps are used as gestural interfaces for a music player controller, cursor control, and motion tracking suit. The user study showed that SensorSnap could be attached in around 71 seconds, similar to attaching off-the-shelf snaps, and participants found the gestures easy to learn and perform. SensorSnaps could allow anyone to effortlessly add sophisticated sensing capacities to ubiquitous snap fasteners.
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CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing -> Interaction devices; Interaction techniques; User interface design

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in materials and electronics have inspired a surge in the development of more seamless and ubiquitous wearable devices. In particular, the potential for integrating electronics and wearable interfaces into clothing has been shown to be particularly promising. It is, however, challenging to augment clothing with electronics, given that we need to consider the whole lifetime of a garment, which includes manufacturing constraints, end-user customization, and maintenance.
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Figure 1. SensorSnaps embed miniaturized electronics into generic snap fasteners, making it possible to augment garments with wireless electronics that enable on-device gesture recognition, wireless connectivity, motion tracking with sensor fusion, and touch sensing. A) SensorSnaps replace buttons on a shirt. B) SensorSnaps are used as cufflinks. C) The exploded CAD model of a SensorSnap. The electronics and the battery are contained inside the case. D) Integration with off-the-shelf plastic snap fasteners (in yellow).

Recent projects [29, 31] have contributed yarn-level innovations for integration at the manufacturing stage that are compatible with existing textile processes. These projects have the potential to enable interactive textiles with predefined capabilities in the garments at scale. The academic and maker communities complemented these efforts by leveraging traditional craft techniques for customization and modifications of existing textiles [37, 2, 28, 29]. These projects tend to integrate electronics through sewn connections, where adding and removing functionality may require time and specialized
skills. Unfortunately, most electronic textiles also result in stiff areas due to the need to accommodate rigid components.

We observe that many garments consistently employ small, rigid parts for both functional and decorative purposes, such as buttons or fasteners in places where the fabric should support reconfigurability, for opening, closing, folding, or changing its length. SensorSnaps leverage advances in miniaturized electronics to augment such buttons with interactive capabilities without manufacturing dependencies. We specifically focus on one button category, snap fasteners, as they are widely available and allow integration into clothing with limited knowledge and tools. They also provide minimal constraints for attachment and removal, which is beneficial for flexibility in customization and maintenance.

We imagine that future SensorSnaps could be inexpensive and widely available interactive clothing fasteners for purchase from textile suppliers or in fabric stores. This could allow individuals, as well as manufacturers, to easily augment garments with wireless electronics and sensors. Thus, in addition to standalone operation, our approach can seamlessly co-exist with electronics for yarn-level integration, as well as craft-based techniques.

SensorSnaps enable many applications that could leverage touch and motion sensing, as well as ubiquitous sensor networks, since they can be added anywhere on clothing or textiles. For example, activity tracking or motion sensing during sports activities could be implicitly captured by SensorSnaps on the clothing, as an alternative to wearing smartwatches or Velcro-strapped sensor nodes. Instead of using separate remote controls or external sensors, SensorSnaps could be used to add gestural control on clothing, for example, on shirt cuffs to control heads-up displays, an in-car navigation system, or a slide presentation. Figure 1 shows SensorSnaps replacing the original buttons on a shirt.

In this paper, we demonstrate how the generic snap fastener can be augmented with miniaturized electronics that perform on-device gesture recognition, wireless connectivity, motion tracking with sensor fusion, and touch sensing, with the potential for all-day battery life under episodic use. We discuss how to design such devices in order to meet stringent power and size requirements, and conduct a technical evaluation to characterize our novel hardware. We develop multiple applications to show potential capabilities and discuss the results from a qualitative user study to evaluate the interactions and applications enabled by SensorSnaps.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- **Miniaturized wireless sensor node** implementation that integrates into snap button caps.

- **Technical evaluation and characterization** of power, cost and IMU performance.

- **SensorSnaps prototypes and interactions**, such as media player control, body motion tracking and alternative input for accessibility.

- **Qualitative user evaluation** that assesses the potential of our prototypes and interactions.

- **Low-power firmware** that uses IMU data to detect gestures, such as tapping and rotation. The SensorSnaps have a continuous battery life of 45 minutes or 4 hours in capacitive touch standby mode.

**RELATED WORK**

In this section, we review related work relevant to SensorSnaps.

We are not familiar with any work that directly integrates electronics into snap fasteners. Most of the research looks into integrating electronics into the fabrics. Metal snap fasteners have, however, been used in smart fabrics as connectors from conductive fabric to circuit boards [5, 48] or as antennas [8], given great electrical conductivity when closed and support for soldering to the material.

**Digital Jewelry, Wearables, and Accessories**

In recent decades, there has been an increasing interest in combining electronic capabilities into objects that are worn, while respecting the aesthetics, style, and function of users and their garments. Researchers at IBM were particularly interested in exploring new wearable pervasive devices with an approach “that is based in jewelry design, not in technology” [26]. Versteeg et al.’s design exploration emphasizes the aesthetic importance of interactive jewelry [46] and Silina et al. [41] analyze 187 jewelry-like devices, particularly highlighting the opportunities with interchangeable modules that could be used in different locations and enclosures. These reviews identify a broad interest in consumer devices for communication, notification, and fitness, which are disguised as discrete neutral objects (Ditto [12], Smartstones [10]), jewelry (Misfit Shine [27], Ringly [34]) or clothing (Burton Mix Master Glove [7]), in form factors that are designed to blend into established fashion and social norms.

Inspired by this work, we created SensorSnaps, miniaturized modules that can be used in various form factors. In this paper, we focus on the novel capabilities enabled through our snap fastener integration, which opens up new possibilities for seamless integration with the most common clothing and accessories.

**Motion-based interactions**

Early work by Rekimoto [32, 33] and Hinckley at al. [20] showed various opportunities to leverage touch and accelerometers for expressiveness and context-detection for mobile interaction while being integrated inside devices or under garments. Whack Gestures, for example, proposes casual eyes-free accelerometer-based interaction with a phone in the user’s pocket [21]. With more popularized head-worn displays, many such techniques have been implemented for wearable computing platforms, such as smart eyewear [22]. Most approaches emphasize self-contained sensing techniques, although examples exist where external passive objects with useful properties can enable new possibilities, for example by sensing changing electric fields caused by the motion of worn rings with embedded magnets [17, 3].
The use of accelerometers and gyroscopes is an attractive option for gesture sensing as they can be hidden, do not require direct physical contact for activation, can reduce mechanical complexity compared to physical switches, and can be configured to use minimal power in sleep modes. The use of IMUs for gesture sensing on mobile phones [19], tablets [40] and watches [25] is indeed well studied in the research community, especially in the Human Activity Recognition field [6, 24].

Recent miniaturization, cost reduction, and low-power improvements have popularized IMUs for gesture detection in many commercial products, such as Apple AirPods [1] and Google Pixel IconX [36] and Sony Xperia Ear Duo [42]. Single and double tap detection is in fact built into many state-of-the-art IMUs such as BMX055 by Bosch [39] or LSM6DSOX by STMicroelectronics [43].

For more advanced interactions, zebra fabric with alternating conductive/non-conductive strips has been employed in several projects. By using two orthogonally arranged layers, separated with piezo-resistive fabric, touch [38], pressure [23] and deformation [30] can be sensed to track movement, gestures and folding.

Inspired by these efforts to enable interactive textiles at scale, we envision SensorSnaps as a complementary approach where embedding miniaturized electronics in existing mass-producible snap fastener components provide additional options for interactive textiles to product designers and engineers.

Body Sensor Networks

The early development of small and low power wireless sensors, such as the Berkeley Mote [16], enabled body sensor networks (BSN). A body sensor network is a wireless sensor network in or around the human body [50]. This field is concerned with connecting low power wireless sensors around the body, which could be wearable or part of smart garments. Most of the applications are in the physiological medical sensing domain [16] or activity sensing, such as human motion tracking. The XSens system [35], for example, uses up to 17 wireless inertial measurement units strapped to the body.

Similarly, SensorSnaps enables a body sensor network using Bluetooth communication to coordinate and collect data from a cluster of distributed modules. We particularly emphasize the importance in our work of being able to be flexible with location and placement, given our goal of following the existing style or design of the garment.

Electronic textiles

Smart fabrics became more accessible to larger audiences with the introduction of the LilyPad kit [5, 4]. Using off-the-shelf parts, the LilyPad simplified the interfacing of fabric and microcontroller by providing modules with different functionality that can be sewn together on fabric using conductive thread. This craft-based approach to smart textiles has been popular in many research projects that experiment with ways to integrate interfaces directly in clothing, in the spirit of Rekimoto’s GesturePad [33]. FabriTouch [18] uses pants with conductive fabric for touch, whereas PinStripe leverages sewn patterns to track how the user interacts with rolled fabric. Sewing has also been used for multi-layer e-textiles [13], stretch-based interactions [47], and for detecting bends and fabric folds [14].

In this work, we want to extend the opportunities demonstrated through worn or held device form factors with the SensorSnaps approach, where motion-based sensing can be embedded at manufacturing time for discrete and direct integration on the garments themselves, through scalable augmentation of existing snap fastener components.

Electronic textiles

Smart fabrics became more accessible to larger audiences with the introduction of the LilyPad kit [5, 4]. Using off-the-shelf parts, the LilyPad simplified the interfacing of fabric and microcontroller by providing modules with different functionality that can be sewn together on fabric using conductive thread. This craft-based approach to smart textiles has been popular in many research projects that experiment with ways to integrate interfaces directly in clothing, in the spirit of Rekimoto’s GesturePad [33]. FabriTouch [18] uses pants with conductive fabric for touch, whereas PinStripe leverages sewn patterns to track how the user interacts with rolled fabric. Sewing has also been used for multi-layer e-textiles [13], stretch-based interactions [47], and for detecting bends and fabric folds [14].

For more advanced interactions, zebra fabric with alternating conductive/non-conductive strips has been employed in several projects. By using two orthogonally arranged layers, separated with piezo-resistive fabric, touch [38], pressure [23] and deformation [30] can be sensed to track movement, gestures and folding.

More recently, projects have also investigated how to enable interactive textiles at scale. RESi [29] and Project Jacquard [31] use yarn-based innovations to enable textiles that are compatible with existing manufacturing to produce garments with embedded resistive pressure-sensing or capacitive touch capabilities, respectively. I/O Braid [28] proposes a self-contained design that can be used to retrofit mass-produced garments with interactive capabilities, for example, by replacing drawstrings in sportswear (e.g. hoodies).

Inspired by these efforts to enable interactive textiles at scale, we envision SensorSnaps as a complementary approach where embedding miniaturized electronics in existing mass-producible snap fastener components provide additional options for interactive textiles to product designers and engineers.

**SENSORSNAP DESIGN**

In this section, we describe the design of SensorSnaps. The following principles guide the design:

- **Compatibility** with off-the-shelf clothing. Require minimum redesign of current technology to allow seamless integration and installation into existing clothing.

- **Quick attachment and detachment.** The SensorSnaps should be quick to add and remove from the clothing.

- **Low power,** as power is a constraint for small wearable devices. Have a battery life of at least a few hours and should be rechargeable.

- **Small and lightweight footprint,** so they are not obtrusive during everyday wear. Commercial snap fasteners are typically 9–15 mm in diameter. Furthermore, the SensorSnaps should not weight more than a few grams, which is comparable with off-the-shelf metal snaps (up to 1g).
• On-device sensing, computation and communication. This allows multiple SensorSnaps to function independently, for easy integration and also as building blocks for complex and distributed wearable systems.

Methods to attach electronics to body
Guided by our design principles, in this section we review the advantages and disadvantages of potential body attachment methods. The potential methods are summarized in Figure 2. Integrating technology directly into textiles can enable more seamless designs, but is difficult to customize due to the challenges of bridging soft and hard components in the textile-electronics interface. Straps and velcro can be used to attach electronics to clothing or body quickly, but do not integrate into clothing. Buttons clothing fasteners with small electronics integrate well into clothing but need to be permanently sewn. Commonly, such buttons are thin so they can be pushed through a buttonhole and contain four holes for sewing. Their small size and thread holes in the middle makes it hard to include electronics. The Snap fastener method fits our design criteria best but has disadvantages as well. This method is not as quick as using straps. Also, it does not work aesthetically well for all types of clothing, especially if they lack fasteners. For example, SensorSnaps would look out of place on a t-shirt. SensorSnaps are designed towards dress shirts and jackets, as well as cardigans, blouses, and pants with snaps over the pockets.

Snap fasteners in fabrics
As shown in Figure 3, common snap-buttons contain four parts. They are typically made from plastic or metal. To connect two pieces of fabric, a cap and socket on one side of the fabric, snap into a post and stud, using a friction-based snap fit. In our design, we only modify the cap part of the fastener. The cap is the part facing the outside so that it can be used for gestures.

Our primary considerations for our snap fastener attachment was to avoid damage to the sensitive circuit during assembly, creating a removable connection, and enable easy and quick installation. We thus considered each of the three different methods to attach snap fasteners to the fabric.

1. Sewn connection. Snap fasteners can be sewn to the fabric. We did not use this method as sewing is time-consuming and creates a permanent connection. Removing the fastener requires cutting the threads.

2. Crimping tool. Another approach is to use a specially designed crimping tool. The fabric is sandwiched between two parts of the snap faster, and the crimping tool applies a force to deform a specially designed area of the snap to make a permanent connection. The crimping tool produces large forces on the snap fastener, which are challenging to withstand for electronics and 3D-printed parts. Also, it creates an undesirable permanent attachment, as buttons might need to be removed for reconfigurability or washing.

3. Screw. Another way is to secure the two parts with a screw, which fits our use cases well. The screw is removable and does not damage the electronics. We considered all three approaches, but using the screw was the most appropriate based on our criteria.

Attaching and detaching SensorSnaps
To attach the SensorSnaps to the fabric, the following steps are required (See Figure 4). First, a hole is punched in the fabric. This can be done by simply pushing the sharp end of an off-the-shelf cap through the fabric or with a die hole punch for thick fabric or leather. Second, the SensorSnap cap and off-the-shelf socket are placed on opposite sides of the hole.
A screw is added on the socket side to secure cap and socket. The post and stud side can be attached in a standard way using a fabric crimp tool.

Detaching commercial crimp snaps is difficult and requires destroying the snap with snippers (sewing scissors) or pliers. The SensorSnap can be quickly separated by removing the screw. The removal process leaves a small screw hole, but it becomes less noticeable over time. The hole is formed mainly by the displacement of the fibers, which over time tend to return to their original position.

**Electronics**

We designed and manufactured a 12mm diameter custom-made circuit board, as shown in Figure 5. We use the nRF52832 (Nordic Semiconductors) as the brain of each button, which contains an ARM Cortex M4F, as well as a wireless 2.4GHz radio. We employ the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol, which can connect to a mobile phone or a computer and has low power consumption [11]. We chose the nRF52832 because of its small size and integrated BLE radio. Also, we added a 9-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU). Specifically, we use BNO055 (Bosch) as it contains onboard sensor fusion functionality for absolute orientation. We use a 10mAh lithium polymer battery (PGEB201212, General Electronics Battery Co.) to power the device. Lithium polymer batteries are currently the only batteries on the market that satisfy our energy density and size requirements. Also, the circuit board has a 20-pin connector for charging, programming and as an expansion port for additional functionality. We created an adapter that provides access to battery pins that are used to charge with an external charger and programming pins (Figure 5C). The PCB was too small to fit a standard port, such as micro USB.

**Mechanical parts**

We designed a custom enclosure for the electronics, that can replace the cap of the snap fastener. The enclosure is shown in Figure 6. All the parts were 3D printed using an SLA 3D printer (Form 2 and Black V4 resin, Formlabs). The designed enclosure had to fit with the standard snap fasteners and remain robust and small. The snap button interfaced with the socket using an M2.0 hex nut and a 4mm long screw. We used a flat head screw, so it does not interfere during snapping. The M2.0 screw was the largest size that could fit with the standard plastic snaps.

The total weight of the SensorSnap is 2.4 grams (electronics: 0.6g, battery: 0.6g, mechanical parts: 1.2g). The off-the-shelf plastic caps weight 0.1 grams and metal caps weight 0.8 grams.

**Wireless Sensor Network**

Multiple sensor snaps form a simple sensor network of Bluetooth nodes. We use a star topology with one central node and SensorSnaps as peripheral nodes, as shown in Figure 7. After turning on, SensorSnaps start advertising their name on the BLE network. The central node is continuously scanning for more SensorSnaps, even if some are already connected. The central node automatically attempts to connect to new SensorSnaps that are discovered.
Our BLE network requires a central node to manage the connections. Many devices can act as a central node. We alternated between a MacBook Pro, an Android phone, and an NRF52840 development board (NRF52840 DK, Nordic) as central nodes. Technical evaluations and development were done with the NRF52840 dev board as a central node as it provided full chip-level access to BLE and debug interfaces, which were not as conveniently accessible when using the built-in Bluetooth in a MacBook or a phone. For our applications, we used an Android phone or the built-in Macbook Bluetooth as the central node.

To conserve energy, SensorSnaps only send data over Bluetooth when an event, such as a tap, is detected. The central node is always listening for new data. For continuous gestures, such as rotation, the SensorSnaps are capable of sending data continuously at a rate of 50Hz. The continuous mode is only used sporadically.

SENSING
The gesture detection is done on-board the SensorSnaps. Streaming raw data is not energy efficient as the wireless transmission is power intensive. The data is sent only when gestures are detected.

**Tap gesture detection**
The tap gesture uses the accelerometer to detect when the SensorSnap is tapped. The particular IMU that we used did not have built-in tap detection, so we implemented it in firmware. Our algorithm is based on a slope detection method, which is implemented in some IMUs (e.g., BMX055). The accelerometer’s three axes are sampled at 33Hz. To subtract gravity, the slope of the accelerometer is calculated at every new data point. An example of the accelerometer data during a tap is shown in the Figure 8. When the slope reaches a threshold, a tap gesture is registered and transmitted over Bluetooth.

**Rotation gesture detection**
The rotation gesture uses the gyroscope to detect the rotation of the SensorSnaps. To obtain the rotation angle, the z-axis of the gyroscope angular velocity is integrated at 33Hz. An example of the data is shown in Figure 9.

**Capacitive touch sensing**
The touch gesture detects when the SensorSnap is being touched. This gesture uses a capacitive sensing electrode...
on the back of the SensorSnap’s lid. The electrode is made out of plastic-backed copper foil (Pyralux AP, DuPont), cut by hand and attached with epoxy. The electrode is soldered to a pin of a microcontroller and uses the manufacturer’s firmware driver [45].

We mainly employ capacitive touch gesture detection for wakeup. It is similar to tap detection but detects direct touch; therefore it is more robust to motion artifacts. Furthermore, the touch gesture only uses the microcontroller, so it can save power by leaving the IMU in sleep mode. As a drawback, capacitive touch requires adding an electrode to the device, which takes space and time. Raw data from the capacitive touch sensor is shown in Figure 10. A simple threshold is applied to detect touch events, which is determined experimentally after the SensorSnap is placed inside the enclosure. The electrode is sampled every 25ms. No additional calibration is required for capacitive touch gestures. IMU-based gestures do not require calibration.

Power optimization

The energy is extremely constrained on the SensorSnap. We employ multiple strategies to conserve the battery and the main strategy is to stay in standby mode as much as possible.

Standby mode. The standby mode is the lowest power mode. The SensorSnap performs two primary functions in the standby mode. First, to keep the BLE connection alive. BLE packets are sent at predetermined intervals to prevent the peripheral and central clocks from drifting apart. Synchronization requires the SensorSnap to respond to the central node every 500ms. Second, the capacitive touch sensor is periodically sampled for touches. If a touch is detected, the SensorSnap goes into gesture mode.

Gesture mode. This mode allows real-time interactions with minimum latency, at the expense of power consumption. In this mode, the BLE connection interval is 15ms, which means that packets are exchanged every 15ms. The gyroscope is turned on to sense the rotation gestures. Also, capacitive sensing is turned on. If no gestures are detected for 10 seconds, the device goes back to standby mode.

Motion sensing mode. This is the most power-expensive mode, allowing for 3D orientation tracking with the IMU. The power consumption is highest since the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer are turned on. Also, the BLE connection interval is 15ms, and 30-byte packets are used. The packets contain a unique 1-byte id, quaternions, and data delimiters.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the SensorSnap in terms of technical performance and usability.

Power consumption

We measure the power consumption using a digital multimeter (34465A, Keysight) in the three power modes. To capture the transient current changes due to BLE transmissions, the current was sampled at 77 Hz, and the mean current over 5-minute intervals is reported elsewhere in the paper.

The power consumption in the standby mode was 2.45 mA (8.10 mW). The SensorSnap could last 4 hours in this mode. The current in this mode is mostly consumed by the capacitive touch sensing (1.78mA), and the rest (0.68mA) is used to keep the BLE connection and timers active. By periodically turning off the capacitive sensing, the power consumption could be reduced at the expense of missing touch events. By reducing touch sensing to one percent duty cycle, the battery life could be extended to a maximum of 15 hours.

The power consumption in was 13.72 mA (45.28 mW) in the gesture mode, and 16.06 mA (53.00 mW) in the motion tracking mode. In those two modes, most energy (around 9 to 11 mA) was consumed by the IMU.

Cost

Since we believe SensorSnaps should be ubiquitous, the cost is a vital factor. If SensorSnaps are manufactured on a scale of at least 1000 units, the material and PCB cost of each unit is around $20. Currently, the most expensive part is the battery ($7.94). If the battery and electronics is obtained on a mass scale, the cost can be potentially reduced to around $8.

IMU accuracy

We evaluated the accuracy of gyroscope angles in comparison to reference angles. The gyroscope was moved from 0 to 180 degrees in z-axis in ten-degree increments. The gyroscope integration mean error was 3.53 degrees (Standard deviation:±1.62). We tested for gyroscope drift, and no drift was measured over 10 minutes on a stationary device. See Figure 11.
We did not quantify the tap gesture as it is based on the existing off-the-shelf implementations on a different version of the IMU from the same manufacturer (BMX055, Bosch). Also, as we used a standard capacitive touch library, we did not find it necessary to perform a detailed evaluation. In the simple test, the SensorSnap was able to wake up and transmit a packet over BLE in 142 out of 150 finger touch events (94.7%).

USER EVALUATION
In this section, we wanted to understand the usability of SensorSnaps as well as gain insight on how it will be used in the future. We conducted an informal user study with 10 participants, 22–35 years old (4 female). Each session took 20 minutes. As we imagine that people with different backgrounds and skills would use SensorSnaps, we recruited participants with diverse backgrounds: electrical engineers, mechanical engineering, designers, and artists. The user study was composed of three stages:

Usability. We introduced the participants to the functionality and purpose of SensorSnaps. Participants wore a shirt with a SensorSnap as one of the front buttons. They were asked to interact with the device and perform the tap and rotate gestures. The gesture data was visualized on a PC screen for real-time feedback. We did not collect quantitative data for the gestures. The rotate gesture was evaluated with reference angles.

Attaching to fabric. We wanted to gain an understanding of the effort required to add SensorSnaps in comparison to a standard fastener. The participants were thus first asked to connect the SensorSnap to a piece of cloth. In the second task, they connected off-the-shelf snap fasteners. Both tasks were timed and performed once.

Post-study questionnaire. The participants were asked to imagine potential applications of SensorSnaps as well as rank predetermined applications. The feedback was meant to inform the continued work and design of future applications.

Gestures
All the participants found the tap and rotate gestures to be easy to learn (mean: 4.9, standard deviation: ±0.31) and perform (4.7±0.48). The scale ranged from 1 (hard to learn) to 5 (easy to learn). Generally, the participants liked interacting using the gesture set. However, the participants did not find the gestures to be particularly subtle (2.7±1.41). One participant found the location on the shirt to be awkward and preferred the SensorSnap to be on the side of the hip or cufflinks. Another participant found that the overall torso movements has a large effect on rotation gesture, and hoped to remove this effect in the future. Four participants suggested adding other touch gestures such as rubbing, swiping, and pressure-sensitive touch. Two participants suggested pulling or tugging gestures. Also, two participants suggested detecting the snapping to be used as a switch.

Attachment
Attachment of the SensorSnaps took slightly longer (71sec±30) than off-the-shelf plastic snaps (63sec±32). In the survey results, the level of difficulty was the same for both (4.3). The crimp tool used for the commercial plastic snaps was difficult for some participants, and required multiple attempts, thus explaining higher standard deviation. One participant pointed out that SensorSnaps could attach with no screw, using a metal spike. Due to the learning curve, we believe that the tasks could be performed faster if done multiple times, such as in a factory setting.

Suggested application ideas by participants
The participants were asked to suggest application ideas. The most popular application theme was gestural control of other devices, as suggested by eight participants. Suggestions included using SensorSnaps to control a computer during a presentation, interact with a smartphone to reply to a call or a text, control of a music player, and navigate the contents of an audiobook.

The second application theme was sensing. SensorSnaps could be used for biosignal detection (heart and respiration rate), activity and movement logging or environmental sensing (UV exposure, temperature, humidity).

Ranking of previously defined application scenarios
The participants were then asked to rank our previously developed application ideas. They found the music controller to be the most compelling (4.4), followed by motion tracking (4.3), and augmentation of shirt cuffs (4.2) to enable subtle gestures.

APPLICATIONS
In this section, we introduce potential applications of SensorSnaps. The applications were based on the feedback from the user study.
Snap cap music controller
As a basic functionality, SensorSnaps can replace snap fastener caps on off-the-shelf clothing. We replaced cufflinks on a dress shirt with SensorSnaps, as shown in Figure 12. The SensorSnap was connected to a music controller Android app running on a mobile phone (Google Pixel 2) through Bluetooth. The app permitted choosing an audio file (i.e., song, podcast, audiobook), and using the tap gesture to either play or pause the audio file. The rotation gesture allowed to change the volume of the audio being played. Direction of rotation increased or decreased the volume level. The angle controlled the magnitude of the volume change. Double-tapping allowed to change between volume and time modes. In the time mode, the rotation gesture is reused for either fast-forwarding or rewinding of the audio. Direction of rotation triggers fast-forward or rewind. The angle of the rotation controlled the speed of the fast-forwarding or rewinding.

Body motion tracking
Motion tracking can provide useful information for sports, medicine and gesture-controlled devices. Traditionally, optical motion tracking is done by tracking reflective markers with multiple cameras. Using 9-axis IMUs attached to different body parts, motion tracking can be done without external cameras. Currently, the IMU approach is still cumbersome and requires a special suit equipped with IMUs. The SensorSnaps could be added to off-the-shelf clothing to enable motion tracking on demand. We attached SensorSnaps to the arm, forearm and torso and quaternion orientation data is continuously sent to the computer. To visualize the data, the quaternions are received in Blender, and used to control the limbs of a virtual animated character. The animation was based on MoToiSuit Python scripts [9]. See Figure 14.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Charging: Contactless or magnetic connector. In the future, charging should be done without the need to remove the top part of the cap. This could allow the SensorSnap to be water sealed and washable. Potentially, inductive charging could be used to charge SensorSnap wirelessly. Currently, it is difficult to find a commercial inductive charging coil (Qi certified) that can fit inside the small cap. Alternatively, the snap connector could be made conductive so that it could snap to a charger. Such a design is difficult to achieve without sacrificing compatibility with off-the-shelf parts, as it requires a strong electrical contact. Furthermore, special pins could be added on the enclosure that dock to a charger using spring-loaded contacts. This solution is similar to what is implemented in many wearable devices such as smartwatches.

New form factors: jewelry, accessories, and attachables. In this work, the SensorSnaps are used as a replacement for caps of snap fasteners. As the fastener replacement, SensorSnaps only look appropriate with fastener-heavy clothing. In future
The size of the electronics could be reduced with various backgrounds to try and attach SensorSnaps. At-3D fusion (LSM6DSOX, STMicroelectronics). Second, with a more dense layout. Reducing the size of the battery work, we plan to further explore the design space and interactions this technology opens. As suggested in the user study, some of the potential uses include jewelry such as earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Potential use as an ear ring is shown in Figure 15. SensorSnaps could also be placed on belts, shoes, zippers, and backpack straps. Beyond wearables, SensorSnaps could be placed on objects and in the environment, for example, to add sensing capabilities to toys. Bluetooth RSSI (received signal strength indication) could be used to track the proximity of attachables, objects that have been attached with SensorSnaps.

**Size and shape: further miniaturization.** The current design is heavier and larger than most off-the-shelf snap fasteners. This could make the SensorSnaps stand out in garments and reduce utility. In the future, we hope to reduce the SensorSnap to 15mm and 1g. The size of the electronics could be reduced with a more dense layout. Reducing the size of the battery is challenging and will require a custom designed round battery. Furthermore, in the future, the SensorSnaps could be integrated directly in buttons. In common 4-hole buttons, the fastening holes in the center of the buttons provide a battery integration challenge.

**Software and usability.** In the current implementation, there is only one type of SensorSnap. However, in the future, there might be various SensorSnaps with different sensors and actuators. To efficiently manage the multiple sensors, a scalable software layer on the PC or mobile phone will be required to configure, visualize, and control various SensorSnaps.

**Power optimization.** With hardware and firmware modifications, the battery should be optimized to last for at least a full day. First, the IMU should be replaced with a low power alternative. The state-of-the-art IMUs consume as little as 0.55 mA with 3D fusion (LSM6DSOX, STMicroelectronics). Second, the capacitive touch library could be further optimized for low power. Currently, it consumes 2mA, which could be lowered by disabling the timers and ADC between the samples.

**CONCLUSIONS**
In this work, we show that it is feasible to integrate a wireless sensor node into fabric snap buttons. We designed a screw mechanism that allows to attach and detach SensorSnaps from off-the-shelf plastic snaps quickly. We allowed participants with various backgrounds to try and attach SensorSnaps. Attachment took a similar time (71 vs. 63 seconds) and had the same degree of difficulty as commercial button snaps. We use capacitive touch to exit the standby mode and a 9-axis IMU to sense tap, rotation, and orientation. We investigate and introduce potential applications of SensorSnaps: cufflinks music controller that connects to a mobile phone. They allow to play/pause, volume control and rewind/fast-forward. In another application, we explore how clothing can be augmented for motion tracking and used as a mouse pointer in accessibility applications. One of the main design issues with SensorSnaps is the short battery life. With dynamic power optimization, SensorSnaps have a possible battery life of 4 hours in standby mode or 45-minute battery life in gesture mode.

SensorSnaps allows one to augment clothing with electronics and sensors quickly. SensorSnaps could be potentially manufactured on a large scale. We believe that SensorSnaps will pave the way for new interactive textiles that can be manipulated intuitively and integrate seamlessly, yet provide sophisticated sensing and communication capabilities.
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Figure 15. Alternative SensorSnaps form factors. A) SensorSnaps in an ear ring. B) The metal stud used to attach the ear ring to the ear. C) The casing could be designed in custom colors.


